###### Strengths and limitations of this study

-   The data envelopment analysis (DEA) accommodated multiple inputs and multiple outputs, which is in line with the characteristics of hospitals.

-   The DEA did not need to use a common denominator, ensuring the diversity of indicators.

-   This study identified the extent and source of hospital inefficiencies to help hospitals take remedial measures.

-   The results produced by the DEA were sensitive to measurement errors and may underestimate or overestimate the efficiency scores.

-   Due to the objective limitations of the data, the study included hospitals only in eastern China.

Introduction {#s1}
============

The unreasonable allocation and utilisation of resources have seriously affected the production efficiency of health services.[@R1] Pursuing efficiency is of vital importance to policy-makers and hospital managers.[@R2] Evaluating hospital efficiency can help hospital policy-makers improve inefficiencies with rational policies and help managers to know whether medical resources are optimally allocated and fully used.

The focus of medical reform in China has been on hospital efficiency and quality. Prior studies held that the efficiency of hospitals needed to be further improved and there were some problems such as the inefficient allocation of resources and the blind expansion of scale.[@R3] In 2016, the National Health Commission issued 'Guidelines for Medical Institution Planning (2016--2020)', which required hospitals to strictly control the bed size. Unfortunately, there has been no significant effect. In fact, in most hospitals, the number of beds is still on the rise. The price of medical services in China is regulated by the government, and the zero-price gap policy for drugs and consumables has severely curtailed the sources of hospital revenue. Although it is a public hospital, government investment is insufficient to meet the needs of hospital development. The expansion of scale can attract more health resources and financial investment for hospitals, and it can also reduce the unit cost. Therefore, the benefits of hospital expansion in China are compelling. Of course, the reasons for expansion do not rule out the increase in medical demand.

Unexpectedly, the number of beds in the largest public hospital in China has reached 10 000 beds. Is it the case that the more hospital beds there are, the better the hospital's efficiency? Most studies on scale efficiency (SE) have focused on analysing the appropriate use of resources[@R5] and estimating the optimal size of hospitals.[@R7] Novosadova and Dlouhy[@R10] compared the efficiency of large and small acute hospitals and gave scores in terms of technical efficiency (TE) and SE. It turned out that smaller hospitals tended to be more efficient than larger ones. Fidler *et al* [@R11] examined the size effect of reorganised hospitals in Austria and Estonia. Policy-makers believed that the combined large hospitals can reduce average costs and improve clinical outcomes. In contrast, employees argued that the merger neither generated economies of scale nor significantly improved quality. In short, regardless of whether hospitals are in China or elsewhere, conducting studies on hospital efficiency and scale economies is crucial to solve the optimal production size and to achieve the fair allocation of resources.[@R12]

General hospitals are pioneers in the reform of county public hospitals and are also the primary carrier for the government to provide basic medical services to residents living in counties. Shandong Province, located in eastern China, is one of the major coastal provinces. It is also a populous province. At the end of 2017, the total residential population reached more than 100 million. Shandong Province took the lead in starting a comprehensive reform of county public hospitals, which played an exemplary role for the country as a whole. Therefore, taking county public general hospitals in Shandong Province as a sample for evaluating the efficiency and exploring scale effect of county public hospitals is representative. We anticipate that this study will provide a reference for other regions in regard to efficiency evaluation and scale development.

Methods {#s2}
=======

Sample and variable selection {#s2-1}
-----------------------------

The data set was collected from the health statistics information reporting system of the Hospital Management Research Institute of Qingdao University and was provided by 71 county public hospitals from March to June 2018. First, DEA premised on the selection of similar decision-making units (DMUs), so the sample was composed of the county public general hospitals. Second, all no variables in the sample hospitals should include missing or abnormal values. Third, this study selected counties with one and only one general hospital. Two hospitals were removed for missing data. Another hospital was removed because the district it belonged to was merged. As a result, 68 hospitals were eventually identified for research under the above-mentioned requirements.

The study selected seven input and output variables that fit the characteristics of hospital efficiency. The actual number of open beds, the number of doctors, the number of nurses and total expenditure were used as inputs, to represent material, human and financial resources. The total number of annual visits, the number of discharges and total income were used as outputs to represent the quantity, quality and benefits of medical services. The variables were determined under the guidance of previous empirical studies.[@R13] The calculation process was implemented using DEAP V.2.1 software. The specific indicators are explained in [table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

Definition of the inputs and outputs

  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Category               Variable                                                          Definition
  ---------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------
  Inputs\                Actual number of open beds                                        The number of beds actually opened at the end of the year.
   \                                                                                       
   \                                                                                       
                                                                                           

  Number of doctors      The number of practising (assistant) physicians.                  

  Number of nurses       The number of qualified nurse practitioners.                      

  Total expenditure      The expenses incurred by the hospital at the end of the year.     

  Outputs\               Total number of annual visits                                     The number of visits, counted by the number of registrations.
   \                                                                                       
                                                                                           

  Number of discharges   The number of all discharged patients after hospitalisation.      

  Total income           The total income earned by the hospital at the end of the year.   
  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Efficiency evaluation methods {#s2-2}
-----------------------------

Currently, the evaluation of hospital efficiency focuses on the use of economic models.[@R18] Stochastic frontier analysis (SFA) and the technique for order preference by similarity to an ideal solution (TOPSIS) are also commonly used in efficiency evaluation.[@R20] SFA is limited to evaluating the objects of multiple inputs and single output. Although absolute efficiency can be measured, the ability to distinguish allocation efficiency from TE is weak.[@R6] With the TOPSIS method, the weight of the indexes is subjective, which may affect the accuracy of the results.[@R21] International studies have shown that data envelopment analysis (DEA) is an important tool in evaluating hospital efficiency.[@R22] DEA is a mature and advanced non-parametric method that compensates for the shortcomings of the above-mentioned methods. It can solve problems with multiple inputs and multiple outputs. Not only can efficiency be evaluated and ranked, but the source of inefficient DMUs and the extent of improvement can also be further tracked.[@R13]

Data envelopment analysis {#s2-3}
-------------------------

DEA is an evaluation method that was first proposed by the famous American operations researcher A. Charnes and scholar W.W. Cooper[@R22] in 1978, based on the concept and connotation of relative efficiency.[@R26] CCR and BCC are the most commonly used models.[@R2] In this paper, a two-stage DEA was used to conduct research using the CCR (Charnes, Cooper and Rhodes) and BCC (Banker, Charnes and Cooper) models of the output-oriented model. The output-oriented model involves how to increase or maximise output without changing the proportion of input.[@R17] Based on the assumption of constant returns to scale (CRS), Charnes *et al* extended and developed the CCR model, which is mainly used to measure the TE score of DMUs.[@R27] A score equal to 1 indicates that the DMU is efficient. A score of \<1 indicates that the DMU is inefficient.

$$\left( D_{CCR} \right)\left\{ \begin{array}{l}
{{max}\varphi} \\
{\sum\limits_{j = 1}^{n}x_{j}\lambda_{j} \leq x_{0}} \\
{\sum\limits_{j = 1}^{n}y_{j}\lambda_{j} \geq \varphi y0} \\
{\lambda j \geq 0,j = 1,2, \cdot \cdot \cdot ,n} \\
\end{array} \right.$$

$$\begin{matrix}
{x_{j} = \left( {x_{1j},x_{2j}, \cdot \cdot \cdot ,x_{mj}} \right)^{T}\operatorname{§gt;}0,y_{j} = \left( {y_{1j},y_{2j}, \cdot \cdot \cdot ,y_{sj}} \right)^{T}\operatorname{§gt;}0,} \\
{x_{0} = x_{j0},y_{0} = y_{j0},1 \leq j_{0} \leq n} \\
\end{matrix}$$

The scholars then developed the BCC model based on the variable return to scale to separate pure technical efficiency (PTE) from SE.[@R28] The BCC model mainly measures the PTE and SE of the DMU.[@R29] The BCC model is an extension of the CCR model.

$$\left( D_{BCC} \right)\left\{ \begin{array}{l}
{{min}\varphi} \\
{\sum\limits_{j = 1}^{n}x_{j}\lambda_{j} \leq x_{0}} \\
{\sum\limits_{j = 1}^{n}y_{j}\lambda_{j} \geq \varphi y_{0}} \\
{\sum\limits_{j = 1}^{n}\lambda_{j} = 1} \\
{\lambda_{j} \geq 0,j = 1,2, \cdot \cdot \cdot n} \\
\end{array} \right.$$

$$\begin{matrix}
{x_{j} = \left( {x_{1j},x_{2j}, \cdot \cdot \cdot ,x_{mj}} \right)^{T} > 0,y_{j} = \left( {y_{1j},y_{2j}, \cdot \cdot \cdot ,y_{sj}} \right)^{T} > 0,} \\
{x_{0} = x_{j0},y_{0} = y_{j0},1 \leq j_{0} \leq n} \\
\end{matrix}$$

Statistical methods {#s2-4}
-------------------

This study defined the size of hospitals based on the actual number of open beds. The sample hospitals were divided into four groups: 500 beds and below, 501--1000 beds, 1001--1500 beds and 1501 beds and above. The Kruskal-Wallis H non-parametric test was used to compare the efficiency of hospitals with different bed sizes. Efficiency included TE, PTE and SE. The χ^2^ test was used to compare the differences in the returns to scale (RTS) of hospitals with different bed sizes. Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS V.25.0.

Patient and public involvement {#s2-5}
------------------------------

Patients and/or the public were not involved in the design, or conduct, or reporting, or dissemination plans of this research.

Results {#s3}
=======

Description of the inputs and outputs {#s3-1}
-------------------------------------

[Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"} is a descriptive summary of the inputs and outputs of the 68 sample hospitals. The data indicated that the average number of open beds per hospital was 991.0 in 2017. The average number of doctors and nurses per hospital was 352.7 and 529.3, respectively. With an average of 527 816.1 visits per hospital per year, the efficiency of the hospitals is commendable.

###### 

Descriptive statistics of inputs and outputs

  Indicators                       Minimum    Maximum       Average     SD
  -------------------------------- ---------- ------------- ----------- -----------
  Inputs                                                                
   Actual number of open beds      185.0      2220.0        991.0       373.6
   Number of doctors               101.0      670.0         352.7       126.3
   Number of nurses                149.0      971.0         529.3       191.5
   Total expenditure (10 000¥)     8184.0     90 030.0      41 587.8    17 910.3
  Outputs                                                               
   Total number of annual visits   87 116.0   1 511 751.0   527 816.1   257 916.2
   Number of discharges            8689.0     99 565.0      43 127.6    17 099.7
   Total income (10 000¥)          8133.3     91 991.0      42 958.6    18 356.4

Hospital efficiency scores from the DEA {#s3-2}
---------------------------------------

[Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"} shows the distribution of the efficiency scores for the sample hospitals. Only 20 (29.41%) hospitals were 100% efficient in TE and 48 (70.59%) hospitals were inefficient. The PTE of 26 (38.24%) hospitals was efficient, whereas the remaining 42 (61.76%) were inefficient. All hospitals had SE scores above 0.900, but only 23 (33.82%) were fully efficient. The efficiency score of all sample hospitals are shown in the [online supplementary appendix 1](#SP1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.
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###### 

Distribution of the efficiency scores for the sample hospitals

  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
           Scoring range\     1.000         0.999--0.900   0.899--0.800   0.799--0.700
  Efficiency                                                              
  --------------------------- ------------- -------------- -------------- --------------
  Technical efficiency        20 (29.41%)   32 (47.06%)    15 (22.06%)    1 (1.47%)

  Pure technical efficiency   26 (38.24%)   30 (44.12%)    11 (16.18%)    1 (1.47%)

  Scale efficiency            23 (33.82%)   45 (66.18%)    0 (0.00%)      0 (0.00%)
  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Slack value of the inputs and outputs of inefficient hospitals {#s3-3}
--------------------------------------------------------------

This study analysed the slack values of 48 inefficient hospitals. In other words, the differences between the actual value and the ideal value of the variables were calculated. Taking hospital H16 as an example, the actual number of doctors was 38.8 more than the ideal number. As shown in [table 4](#T4){ref-type="table"}, hospital H16 needs to increase the total number of visits by 15%, the number of discharges by 6% and total income by 6% to make full use of its current resources.

###### 

The slack value of the inputs and outputs of hospital H16

  DMU            Related indicators   Inputs   Outputs                                                 
  -------------- -------------------- -------- --------- ---------- ----------- ----------- ---------- ----------
  H16            Actual value         717.0    300.0     344.0      27 508.0    418 402.0   35 536.0   28 743.0
  Ideal value    717.0                261.2    344.0     27 508.0   479 793.2   37 800.8    30 574.8   
  Slack value    0.00                 38.8     0.00      0.00       −61391.2    −2264.8     −1831.8    
  Change ratio   0%                   13%      0%        0%         −15%        −6%         −6%        

DMU, decision-making unit.

Differences in TE, PTE and SE among hospitals with different bed sizes {#s3-4}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

There were no significant differences in TE (p=0.248, p\>0.05) and PTE (p=0.073, p\>0.05) among the four comparison groups. However, the difference in SE was statistically significant (p=0.047, p\<0.05) (see [table 5](#T5){ref-type="table"} for details).

###### 

Statistical analysis results of the efficiency of hospitals with different bed sizes

  Efficiency                  Bed size      $\overline{X}$±S   χ^2^ value   P value
  --------------------------- ------------- ------------------ ------------ ---------
  Technical efficiency        ≤500 beds     0.965±0.049        4.131        0.248
  501--1000 beds              0.927±0.064                                   
  1001--1500 beds             0.957±0.045                                   
  ≥1501 beds                  0.930±0.046                                   
  Pure technical efficiency   ≤500 beds     0.983±0.031        6.954        0.073
  501--1000 beds              0.934±0.060                                   
  1001--1500 beds             0.967±0.041                                   
  ≥1501 beds                  0.979±0.037                                   
  Scale efficiency            ≤500 beds     0.989±0.022        10.321       0.047
  501--1000 beds              0.992±0.011                                   
  1001--1500 beds             0.989±0.013                                   
  ≥1501 beds                  0.951±0.032                                   

Differences in RTS among hospitals with different bed sizes {#s3-5}
-----------------------------------------------------------

The findings in [table 6](#T6){ref-type="table"} suggested that the difference in the RTS of hospitals with different bed sizes was significant (p\<0.001). Twenty-three hospitals with the SE score equal to 1 were CRS. This means that these hospitals not only have the optimal bed size but also have the lowest operation costs, additionally, their inputs and outputs were in balance. The inefficient hospitals were divided into two categories: increasing returns to scale (IRS) and decreasing returns to scale (DRS). The 27 hospitals with IRS had insufficient inputs and needed to expand their scale to achieve better efficiency. The 18 hospitals with DRS had redundant inputs and needed to scale down and optimise their allocation of resources.

###### 

Statistical analysis results of the returns to scale of hospitals with different bed sizes

  Bed size          Returns to scale                                                    
  ----------------- ------------------ ------------- ------------- ----------- -------- ---------
  ≤500 beds         2 (50%)            2 (50%)       0 (0%)        4 (100%)    32.023   \<0.001
  501--1000 beds    23 (63.89%)        11 (30.56%)   2 (5.56%)     36 (100%)            
  1001--1500 beds   2 (8.70%)          9 (39.13%)    12 (52.17%)   23 (100%)            
  ≥1501 beds        0 (0%)             1 (20%)       4 (80%)       5 (100%)             
  Total             27                 23            18            68                   

CRS, constant returns to scale; DRS, decreasing returns to scale; IRS, increasing returns to scale.

A scatter plot was produced to highlight the relationship between bed size, SE and RTS. As depicted in [figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, with the increase in the number of hospital beds, the SE of hospitals approximately first increased and then decreased. It was obvious that only one hospital was efficient in the ≥1501 beds group, and the remaining four hospitals were not only inefficient but also had a low SE score.

![Scatter plot of the relationship between bed size and scale efficiency and returns to scale. CRS, constant returns to scale; DRS, decreasing returns to scale; IRS, increasing returns to scale.](bmjopen-2019-035703f01){#F1}

In addition, hospitals with DRS began to appear at 885 beds. A large number of hospitals in the 1001--1500 beds and ≥1501 beds groups were already in DRS. Of the 11 hospitals with more than 1300 beds, 9 (81.8%) were DRS. When the bed size exceeded 1100 beds, there were no longer hospitals with IRS. All sample hospitals with more than 1100 beds were already saturated and some hospitals even had a negative scale effect.

Discussion {#s4}
==========

An increasing number of countries have been using DEA to evaluate hospital efficiency.[@R2] The findings indicated that 48 sample hospitals were inefficient. That was, more than 70% of hospitals had problems of excessive inputs or insufficient outputs, which was consistent with the results of many experts.[@R1] Cheng *et al* [@R31] suggested that only 8.8% of the 114 county hospitals in Henan Province, China, were defined as technically efficient and proposed that the efficiency needed to be improved. Our study found that the outputs of inefficient hospitals had higher slack values, largely because of underused resources. In the research on the equity and efficiency of health resource allocation in mainland China, Zhang *et al* [@R33] pointed out that many provinces in China had problems of idle and underused health resources. This may be due to the inefficient use of resources by medical staff. It may also be because county hospitals are limited by their own service capabilities, resulting in a loss of patients, which makes resources idle and difficult to use efficiently in turn.

The blind expansion of bed size is a common problem in Chinese hospitals.[@R34] In theory, due to economies of scale, more beds should result in higher efficiency scores. However, the results did not prove that the scale difference in hospital TE was significant. This may be because the effect of bed size on TE is not obvious or the difference depends on the combined effect of size and other factors. As a public welfare undertaking led by the government, the development of hospitals cannot be separated from the support of the government. In recent years, the government has reduced the supply of resources to hospitals with DRS by imposing reasonable controls on hospital construction and the purchase of large equipment.[@R35] Asmild *et al* [@R36] used DEA to study the optimal size of hospitals, especially the relationship between efficiency and size, and indicated that different hospitals had different efficiencies that depended on location, the population served and the policies, which provincial governments wish to implement.

The difference in PTE was not significant. It can be speculated that the siphon effect of scale on medical technology and equipment had been alleviated. In the future, regardless of the size of the hospital, medical technology and equipment will gradually achieve fairness and homogeneity. This will be a good vision for future hospital development. The hospitals scored higher on PTE, with an average score of 0.951. Shandong Province and other areas of China have given strong support and attention to the investment and renewal of medical equipment, the strengthening of hospital information systems,[@R37] and the connection of internet hospitals. Excluding the impact of scale factors, hospitals have produced better improvements in efficiency through pure technology.

This study found that the bed size will affect the SE and RTS of hospitals. Below a critical range, an increase in the number of beds can lead to an increase in efficiency, but beyond the threshold, the increase will result in a decrease in efficiency. The findings indicated that hospitals with DRS began to appear at 885 beds. A large number of hospitals in the 1001--1500 beds and ≥1501 beds groups were already in DRS. However, Dong[@R38] stated that the vast majority of county hospitals in Hubei Province had more than 335 beds and were generally in a state of DRS. The results of Dong's study and our study were quite different. Over time, the difference may be related to different factors such as the population base of different provinces and the release of medical service demand due to the expansion of China's medical insurance coverage.

Internationally, several articles focused on evaluating the benefits of a hospital scale in business and economics journals showed that the IRS appeared in hospitals with 300 and 600 beds.[@R39] Banker[@R41] observed that the IRS could be exploited up to a capacity of approximately 200 beds. Our study concluded that IRS should be controlled below 1100 beds. The scale effect of all sample hospitals with more than 1100 beds was already saturated and some hospitals even had a negative scale effect. Research undertaken in the USA and the UK indicated that diseconomies of scale can be expected to occur below approximately 200 beds and above 600 beds.[@R12] Weaver and Deolalikar[@R9] in a research, which is about the scale economies of 654 Vietnamese public hospitals, concluded that economies of scale depend on the type of hospital, as well as the number of beds and outputs. Specifically, when the average number of beds was 516, the Vietnamese Central General Hospitals were in CRS. China is a country with a large population and its demand for medical services is higher than that of other countries. The health sector has been implementing a hierarchical diagnosis and treatment model and striving to make the county hospital visit rate of 90% by 2020. The interval of beds for IRS in county public hospitals may be broader than that in other countries.

Limitations {#s4-1}
-----------

This study evaluated the efficiency of county public hospitals in Shandong Province following the new medical reform and explored the influence of scale on hospital efficiency. It provided a reference for the government and hospitals to reasonably control bed size and it offered a warning to hospitals with regard to blindly expanding. However, the study has several limitations. First, the sample hospitals were selected from Shandong Province in eastern China, whereas hospitals located in central and western areas were excluded. Second, the data in this study covered only 2017 and cannot form panel data, leading to a lack of longitudinal analysis and comparison. Bias adjustments of efficiency scores were not carried out due to the limitation of the DEA approach. We will continue to track the efficiency of county public hospitals in Shandong Province in the next study.

Conclusions {#s5}
===========

This study evaluated and compared the efficiency of 68 county public hospitals in Shandong Province using DEA. These hospitals had higher efficiency scores, but most hospitals had problems of an unreasonable allocation and inadequate utilisation of health resources. Hospitals should mobilise the enthusiasm of medical staff and continuously improve human efficiency. The synergy between human efficiency and PTE will lead to higher efficiency in hospitals.

This study further demonstrated that the blind expansion of bed size did not lead to greater hospital efficiency. County public hospitals should avoid blindly expanding their scale and should take various effective measures to improve their efficiency. County public hospitals, as the main providers of services to county residents, should accurately locate the service contents based on the functions of hospitals, the types of residents' medical needs and the structure of the population they serve. We hope that this study will provide a reference for other regions to evaluate efficiency and control scale.
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